MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Hoppers/Feeders/Bins • Bulk Handling Systems
Tripper Conveyors • Stationary and Low Profile Truck Unloaders

CRUSHING PLANTS
Stationary & Portable • Open & Closed Circuit Plants
Jaw, Cone (Multiple Brands) on Rugged Masaba Chassis or Structures

WASH PLANTS
Stationary & Portable Plants
Single Screw & Twin Screw

SCREEN PLANTS
Stationary & Portable Plants • KOLMAN Incline Screens

Masaba Primary Plant w/ 26x50 KPI Jaw Crusher and Cedarapids VGF
Masaba 10x16 Grizzly Feeder
Masaba Open Circuit Cone Plant: Cedarapids MVP 380X with Plant Mounted Feed and Folding Side Discharge Conveyors
Masaba Dual Screen Plant with Overhead Feed Conveyor and Dual Cedarapids 6x20 Screens
Masaba 36” x 55’ Closed Circuit Conveyor

In Field Results 850-900 TPH Production (as pictured)
**MAXIMUM UTILIZATION**

Process your materials wherever the opportunity exists with Masaba Portable Plants. Our plants require minimal mobilization time, are fast to deploy, and fast to tear down.

- **Plant mounted conveyors** mean faster setup and more production time during the season.
- Our brute run-on jacks provide maximum underplant clean up room, quick and easy cribbing (no extra blocking required).

**MAXIMUM PORTABILITY**

Masaba Portable Twin
7x20 Screen Plant w/overhead Belt

**MAXIMUM CONFIGURATION**

Masaba’s extensive dealer network will work with you to create a completely customized plant to fit your needs. We can custom design to meet your area’s DOT Laws.

**MAXIMUM WARRANTY**

At Masaba, we stand behind our equipment with a five-year structural and two-year component warranty.

**MAXIMUM PRODUCTION**

Your Masaba Portable Plant or accessories pair efficiency and productivity with the proven toughness and durability you have come to expect of Masaba products.

- **Wheeled plants** allow utilization of the largest crushing and screening units available. As an example, 36x50 jaw primaries, 500 HP cones and 8x20 dual screens, with accessible conveyors for ease of maintenance and higher throughput.

**MAXIMUM FEED RATE**

Our surge bins provide consistent flow to allow choke feeding and maximum screen utilization.

- **Masaba Portable 70 Ton Surge Bin**
  - w/ brute run-on jacks, vibrating pan feeder, and folding 72” end discharge conveyor.

**MAXIMUM FEED RATE**

Our surge bins provide consistent flow to allow choke feeding and maximum screen utilization.

**MAXIMUM ROI**

Our customers report savings of as much as $1.00 per ton compared to other production methods.

**MAXIMUM CRUSHING/SCREENING**

Masaba Portable C125 Metso
Jaw Chassis w/hyd lift off feeder
(no crane required)

**WARRANTY**

At Masaba, we stand behind our equipment with a five-year structural and two-year component warranty.

**MASABA. Dual Screen Plant with Terex 8x20 3 Deck Screens**

- 48” Plant Mounted Feed Conveyor
- 6 Cross Conveyors
- Reverse Chassis from typical configuration
- Complete Customization Available

**FEED RATE**

Our surge bins provide consistent flow to allow choke feeding and maximum screen utilization.

- **Masaba Portable Twin 7x20 Screen Plant w/overhead Belt**
- **Masaba Portable HP400 Plant (In and out Conveyor)**
- **Masaba Portable 70 T on Surge Bin w/ Brute run-on jacks, vibrating pan feeder, and folding 72” end discharge conveyor.**

**PORTABILITY**

Process your materials wherever the opportunity exists with Masaba Portable Plants. Our plants require minimal mobilization time, are fast to deploy, and fast to tear down.

**MAXIMUM ROI**

Our customers report savings of as much as $1.00 per ton compared to other production methods.

**POTABLE**
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